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The problem
● Genealogical data is often recorded on forms

○ Birth, death, marriage records, etc.

● We’d like to automatically extract this information



The problem
Template based solutions

Images from:Barrett, William, et al. "Digital mountain: From granite archive to global access." First International Workshop on Document Image Analysis for Libraries, 2004. Proceedings.. IEEE, 2004.



The problem
● Some collections are not of uniform form types

○ Most have variations of the same form
○ Some are fairly random assortments for forms

● We want to be able to automatically extract information from a form image 
that we have never seen before

○ Template-free
○ Noisy, historical forms



Elements of a solution
1. Detect (locate) pre-printed text and input writing on the page
2. Transcribe (read) the pre-printed  text and input writing
3. Identify the meaning of the input writing (using the pre-printed text and layout)
4. Format the transcription of the handwriting to match a data schema



Previous work

Top-left: J. Zhou, H. Yu, C. Xie, H. Cai, and L. Jiang, “iRMP: From printed forms to relational data model,” in High 
Performance Computing  and  Communications;  IEEE  14th  International Conference  on  Smart  City;  IEEE  2nd  
International  Conference  on  Data  Science  and  Systems  (HPCC/SmartCity/DSS), 2016 IEEE 18th International 
Conference on.. IEEE, 2016, pp. 1394–1401.
Bottom-left:J.  Hirayama,  H.  Shinjo,  T.  Takahashi,  and  T.  Nagasaki, “Development of template-free form  
recognition  system,” in Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR), 2011 International Conference on .    IEEE, 2011, 
pp.37–241.
Right: M.  Hammami,  P.  H́eroux,  S.  Adam,  and  V.  P.  d’Andecy, “One-shot  field  spotting  on  colored  forms  using  
subgraph isomorphism,”   in International   Conference   on   Document Analysis and Recognition, 2015.



The data we care about



Dataset
● From the National Archive, imaged by 

FamilySearch
● We restrict our problem to forms without 

tables or fill-in-the-blank paragraphs
○ Though we use the whole set to pre-train our 

detector

● Size
○ Train: 143 images (full 682)
○ Validation: 13 images (full 59)
○ Test: 13 images (full 62)

Talk to me if you’re interested in using it.



Subproblem: Label-Value pairing
Often determining the meaning of input writing is as simple as knowing it’s label
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Subproblem: Label-Value pairing
● First pre-printed text and input writing must be detected/located
● Then we need to decide which pre-printed text is related to which input writing

○ Not always one-to-one relationships!

We do this without transcribing/reading the text and handwriting.

● Language agnostic



Method



Method



Detection
● We detect lines of text/writing 

using an object detection method.
● Specifically we model our 

detector after YOLOv2/v3.
○ Single fully convolutional network
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Detection
● We detect lines of text/writing 

using an object detection method.
● Specifically we model our 

detector after YOLOv2/v3.
○ Single fully convolutional network

However, a normal convolutional net 
architecture does not handle very long 
text/writing lines.

YOLO handles this with 
multi-resolution detection. Missed detections

Split detections



Detection
We increase the horizontal receptive 
field of our network by introducing 
dilated 1x3 convolutions.



Detection Results
Mean average precision (measures both precision and recall)

Normal convolutional network: 0.397 mAP

With dilatations (our architecture): 0.453 mAP







Method



Heuristic over pairing

● Rather than considering every possible pairing, we only consider a pair 
between detections that are within line-of-sight.

● +0.99 recall on relationships
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● Rather than considering every possible pairing, we only consider a pair 
between detections that are within line-of-sight.

● +0.99 recall on relationships

Detection

Detection

Detection
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How to determine relationships?
● Nearest neighbor of opposite class

○ Simple, but definitely not optimal



How to determine relationships?
● Nearest neighbor of opposite class
● Heuristic scoring functions (borrowed from Hirayama et al. “Development of 

template-free form  recognition  system”) 
○ Average of three functions

■ It’s too the left
■ Same height
■ Not too far apart

○ Better, but still not optimat



How to determine relationships?
● Nearest neighbor of opposite class
● Heuristic scoring functions(borrowed from Hirayama et al. “Development of 

template-free form  recognition  system”) 
● Why not learn heuristic rules? Give shapes and  distances as features to 

machine learning classifier (neural network)
○ Heights, widths, x-offset, y-offset, distances of each corner
○ Two hidden fully connected layers, ReLU, batch norm
○ Trained from detector output
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Optimization
Pairing decisions should depend on each 
other.

We frame this as an optimization over all 
relationships, given a prior of how many 
neighbors/relationships each detection should 
have



Optimization
Intuition: We want to pick relationships (xr) with high probability (pr>0.5), 
but we don’t want more relationships (sum xr) than we think a text instance 
has (ni).

c is a constant indicating how much we trust ni



Optimization
We need a prediction of the number of neighbors (generally 0 or 1)

● We can have the detector network predict the number of neighbors (along 
with class, etc.)

● We can have an additional convolutional network (parallel to relationship 
classifier) predict the number of neighbors



Method



Results for Label-Value pair finding

mAP mAP with optimization

Nearest neighbor 0.197 0.243

Heuristic rules 0.244 0.243

Blind network 0.325 0.349

Full/visual network 0.566 0.566

True positive occurs when both detections have >0.5 IoU with ground truth 
bounding boxes and there is a true relationship between them.





Conclusion
● Trainable method for detecting pre-printed text and input writing
● Trainable method for determining relationships

○ Outperforms heuristic baselines

● Method is language agnostic
○ Reading text may help in pairing

● This is one piece of a bigger problem



Thank you!

Questions?


